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Abstract

Mechanical rotation of a sample at 54.7� with respect to the static magnetic field, so-called magic-angle spinning (MAS), is

currently a routine procedure in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The technique enhances the spectral resolution by averaging

away anisotropic spin interactions thereby producing isotropic-like spectra with resolved chemical shifts and scalar couplings. It

should be possible to induce similar effects in a static sample if the direction of the magnetic field is varied, e.g., magic-angle rotation

of the B0 field (B0-MAS). Here, this principle is experimentally demonstrated in a static sample of solid hyperpolarized xenon at

�3.4mT. By extension to moderately high fields, it is possible to foresee interesting applications in situations where physical ma-

nipulation of the sample is inconvenient or impossible. Such situations are expected to arise in many cases from materials to

biomedicine and are particularly relevant to the novel approach of ex situ NMR spectroscopy and imaging.

� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The versatility of magnetic resonance spectroscopy

derives from its ability to manipulate interactions that

quite often obscure the desired information. Examples

abound in solid state NMR where varied sources of line

broadening in the spectrum are removed (and/or rein-

troduced). Central to this methodology is the sample
rotation around an axis at 54.7� with respect to the static

field direction, a technique known as magic angle spin-

ning (MAS). Shortly, after the method was introduced

[1,2], Andrew and Eades [3] suggested that identical re-

sults could be obtained if rather than spinning the

sample, the field direction was rotated about an axis

inclined at the magic angle. This idea has been analyzed

and extended to generalized field trajectories [4] and
pulse sequences within the context of Zero-Field NMR

and dipolar time-reversal echoes [5]. A more recent im-

plementation has been used to study Berry’s phase after
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a 2p-rotation of the field and has led to the development

of a NMR-based gyroscope [6]. Field rotation at the

magic angle has also been combined with field cycling to

study the dynamics of liquid crystals [7].

To gain spectral resolution in heterogeneous and

anisotropic samples, this approach becomes potentially
useful for situations where mechanical manipulation of

the sample is inconvenient or impossible. An important

example is in vivo NMR where susceptibility broaden-

ing often prevents the acquisition of highly resolved

spectra [8]. This limitation has prompted the use of

methods that synchronize a radiofrequency pulsing

scheme with an ultraslow rotation of the living subject

[9]. Unfortunately, spin relaxation prevents the use of
spinning rates lower than �1Hz and, despite a re-

markable resolution improvement, the method proves

inadequate in many practical situations, in particular,

for large subjects such as human beings.

In a somewhat different context, field rotation

could also be used in combination with ex situ NMR
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spectroscopy where, by definition, a static extended
sample placed beyond the physical confines of the mag-

net is to be analyzed [10]. A potential application is oil

well-logging [11] where paramagnetic impurities on the

walls of the rock pores lead to strong broadening [12] or

human proton spectroscopy of membrane components

which are obscured by anisotropic susceptibilities. In this

article, we will first review how field spinning affects

different spin interactions. Then, we will experimentally
illustrate this methodology with an example and we will

finally discuss its implementation at higher fields.

Consider an ensemble of interacting spins Ij in the

presence of a strong time dependent magnetic field X0ðtÞ
(in this article, we take the spin gyromagnetic ratio equal

to one). The system spin density operator qðtÞ evolves

according to the Liouville equation dqðtÞ=dt ¼
�i½HðtÞ; qðtÞ�, where HðtÞ represents the system Hamil-
tonian given by

HðtÞ ¼ HZ þ HS þ HD

¼
X
j

~Ij � ~X0ðtÞ þ
X
j

~Ij � S
$
� ~X0ðtÞ þ

X
i;j

~I i � D
$

ij �~Ij;

ð1Þ
where HZ represents the Zeeman interaction between the

nuclear spin and the time dependent magnetic field
whereas HS takes into account local electronic contri-

butions and HD represents all bilinear contributions to

the Hamiltonian derived from inter-spin interactions.

We will refer to S
$

as the chemical shift tensor, but

variations of the local magnetic field due to suscepti-

bility or Knight shifts can also be included here when

necessary. For brevity, we will focus on dipolar inter-

actions although quadrupolar or J-interactions can be

included with only minor formal changes [13].
For simplicity, let us assume that the field has con-

stant amplitude X0 and that it precesses at a constant

rate Xr about the laboratory z-axis at a fixed angle h.
Transforming to the precessing reference frame where

the magnetic field looks static (and vertical), we now

define the transformed spin density operator

~qðtÞ ¼ ei
~hIyeiXr tIzqðtÞe�iXr tIze�i~hIy ; ð2Þ

where tan ð~hÞ ¼ X0 sin hð Þ= X0 cos hð Þ � Xrð Þ. Upon sub-

stitution in the Liouville equation, we get

d~qðtÞ
dt

¼ �i Xeff Iz
h

þ ei
~hIyeiXr tIzðHS þ HDÞe�iXr tIze�i~hIy ; ~qðtÞ

i
;

ð3Þ

with X2
eff ¼ X2

0 þ X2
r � 2XrX0 cosðhÞ. In Eq. (3), the

evolution of the density operator is governed by a static

magnetic field of amplitude Xeff in the presence of a

time-modulated chemical shift and dipolar interactions.

The effective dependence that results from this modu-

lation is obtained by expanding HS and HD in spherical

tensor components and by using Wigner relations to
calculate rotations in spin space. In contrast to HD, the
chemical shift Hamiltonian HS depends on the magnetic

field and, for this reason, it is better to treat each case

separately. Regrouping terms in the expression for HS,

we write HS¼
P1

q¼�1 �1ð ÞqA1qT1�q, where A10¼ S
$
�~X0

� �
z
,

etc as defined in ref. (13). After a lengthy but straight-

forward calculation, we obtain

HSð Þeff � ei
~hIyeiXr tIzHSe

�iXr tIze�i~hIy ffi X0Iz riso cos ~h
�(

� h
�

þ 1

2

ffiffiffi
2

3

r
r20 3 cos ~h cos h

�
� cos ~h

�
� h

��)
; ð4Þ

where riso ¼ 1
3
Tr S

$n o
represents the isotropic (general-

ized) chemical shift and r20 ¼ 1ffiffi
6

p 3Szz � Tr S
$n o� �

. In Eq.

(4), terms not commuting with Iz have not been included

(secular approximation). On the other hand, Xr has been

chosen to be larger than HSk k, the magnitude of the

interaction. This makes it possible to also disregard time

dependent contributions because they average out over
the time scale of the spin evolution. Eq. (4) shows that a

simple rotation of the field about a cone leads to a

scaling of both the isotropic and the anisotropic part of

the chemical shift. As expected, the scaling factors are

different for each case and are given by

KSI ¼ cosð~h� hÞ ¼ 1

�
þ cos ~h

Xr

Xeff

�
Xeff

X0

; ð5Þ

KSA ¼ 1

2
3 cos ~h cos h

�
� cosð~h� hÞ

�
¼ 1

X0

1

2
Xeff 3 cos2 ~h

��
� 1

�
þ Xr cos ~h

�
: ð6Þ

In the limit of adiabatic rotation Xr << Xeffð Þ, the iso-

tropic part remains unscaled whereas the anisotropic

contribution can be cancelled out by choosing ~h to be

the magic angle. Because in this limit ~h � h, this corre-
sponds to the case in which the field trajectory describes
a cone of approximately 55 degrees [14].

Because HD is independent of the magnetic field, its

treatment is straightforward. As usual [13], we expand the

dipolar interaction into its irreducible spherical tensor

components HD ¼
P2

y¼�2 �1ð ÞqA2qT2�q. After applying

Wigner relations for rotations in spin space, we obtain

HDð Þeff � ei
~hIy eiXr tIzHDe�iXr tIz e�i~hIy ¼ 1

2
3cos2 ~h

�
� 1

�
A20T20;

ð7Þ
where, as before, we have assumed the limit of fast ro-

tation and we have disregarded terms not commuting

with the Zeeman Hamiltonian.

Eq. (7) shows that the dipolar interaction can be re-

moved from the spectrum if only a small field compo-

nent X? ¼ X0 sin h is applied at a frequency Xr slightly
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off-resonance with respect to the static field component
X== ¼ X0 cos h. This case, with h << 1, corresponds to

the Lee-Goldburg condition for homonuclear dipolar

decoupling [15] and according to Eq. (5), leads to a

scaling of the isotropic chemical shift KSI � 1=
ffiffiffi
3

p
. In

this limit, the same holds true for the anisotropic con-

tribution, which, in general, cannot be removed if only rf

irradiation at high field is used.

An example of a field-rotation scheme designed to
average out anisotropic interactions in a static sample is

described below. In this particular case, field spinning is

used to remove the dipolar broadening from a spectrum

of solid hyperpolarized 129Xe. Fig. 1 shows the experi-

mental setup. A gas mixture containing xenon was

continuously circulated along a closed loop. Xenon

hyperpolarization was induced by contact with Rb gas

confined by cold traps to a hot glass cell at �160 �C. Rb
electronic hyperpolarization was induced in a field of

�20G by a circularly polarized 50W laser operating at

795 nm. Experimental details regarding this homebuilt

system, the procedure and the mixture composition can

be found elsewhere [16].
Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup. A closed circuit xenon polariz

frequency NMR spectrometer. The magnetic field direction at the detection s

controlled by the spectrometer console. Xenon can be removed from the gas

nitrogen. For this purpose, a �40 cm long glass dewar surrounds the samp

temperature N2 gas. The field component along Z (not displayed) remains c
The insert in Fig. 1 describes the array at the detec-
tion site. Three orthogonal Helmholtz pairs are used to

set the field direction. Throughout the experiment one of

the pairs provided a constant field of �21G. The other

two pairs were driven via two 600W homebuilt current

amplifiers. A high-Q coil for excitation and detection of

the NMR signal surrounded a glass cell connected to the

gas loop. The probe was contained inside a long cylin-

drical dewar in which the temperature was controlled by
a system that alternated pre-cooled and room tempera-

ture nitrogen.
129Xe magnetic resonance at 24 kHz was carried

out by using a homebuilt spectrometer based on a

Tecmag-Orion console for audiofrequency control, field

manipulation and data acquisition. A two-channel

Hewlett-Packard (3326A) frequency synthesizer simul-

taneously provided 10Vp-p audiofrequency for excita-
tion and 0.5Vp-p as a phase reference. Quadrature

detection was accomplished by a Stanford Research

SR830-DSP lock-in amplifier preceded by a Stanford

Research SR560 preamp for signal enhancement and

pre-filtering. A tank circuit tuned to resonance was used
er pumps the gas mixture through a solenoidal pick up coil in a low

ite can be varied by a set of three mutually orthogonal Helmholtz pairs

mixture by condensing it within the sensitive volume by inletting cold

le probe. The Xe gas is reintroduced to the mixture by using room

onstant at all times.
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to excite and pick up the spin signal. The duplexer was
homebuilt and the isolation was provided by a combi-

nation of digital gates and mechanical relays. Due to the

high Q of the coil, a damping circuit acting after pulse

excitation was added to reduce the spectrometer dead

time to 500 ls.
To avoid saturating the receiver, we implemented a

2D scheme that indirectly probes the evolution of the

magnetization while the field direction changes (see
Fig. 2). The resulting 2D spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. In

the direct dimension F2, the spectrum displays the full

dipolar broadening of solid 129Xe, which is �350Hz as

expected [17]. To a large extent, this is removed by

magic angle field spinning: the linewidth in the F 1 di-

mension has narrowed down to �60Hz, approximately

1/6 of the original. Notice the absence of sidebands in

the isotropic spectrum due to the synchronization of
data acquisition and spinning rate. Also notice that

because the field magnitude is larger during t1, the actual
resonance frequency in the evolution period shifts to

about 40 kHz. Since the carrier frequency remains un-

altered, the detected signal folds several times over the

narrow spectral window in F1.

Several experimental limitations may account for the

observed residual broadening of the isotropic spectrum.
Fig. 2. The diagram describes the protocol used in our experiment. During

condensing at this point most of the xenon gas in the mixture. Evolution un

direction has been adiabatically readjusted (magnet along X is on). At the en

data acquisition is carried out. Warmer nitrogen finally leads to sample thawi

for a different t1.
Imperfections due to the non-linear behavior of the
current amplifiers during the zero-current crossings and

uncompensated geometrical differences between the X

and Y coil set, cause the field trajectory to depart from

the ideal one and lead to undesired broadening of the

isotropic peak. Other sources of broadening are the finite

time spent in tilting the field direction prior to acquisition

and field inhomogeneities. This last contribution, mea-

sured to be 500 ppm at the sample site, accounts for
20Hz at �34G (the net field amplitude during t1) [18].

Work is underway to reduce all the above imperfec-

tions to a minimum and more efficient field trajectories

are being developed to optimize the ultimate attainable

resolution. For example, symmetrized field trajectories

could be used to eliminate dipolar broadening to first as

well as to higher orders in the average Hamiltonian

expansion [19]. Field trajectories that only sample a
limited number of points over the rotation cone [4] are

also a possibility that could allow for a direct detection

during the field evolution. This field trajectory could be

chosen to emulate double angle rotation (DOR) [20] to

eliminate up to second order quadrupolar broadening or

could be combined with synchronized radiofrequency

pulses in a magic angle hopping (MAH) [21] type ap-

proach. This last possibility is particularly interesting
the first few minutes, cold nitrogen is blown close to the pick up coil

der field spinning starts after the sample has been excited and the field

d of the evolution time t1, all lateral components are switched off and

ng and repolarization of the xenon gas. The procedure is then repeated



Fig. 3. Dipolar—isotropic chemical shift correlation spectrum in a static sample of hyperpolarized solid xenon obtained by field rotation at the magic

angle. The acquisition dimension F 2 (plotted horizontally) displays the full dipolar broadening observed when the field remains static (FWHM

�350Hz). This broadening is substantially reduced during the evolution dimension F 1 (plotted vertically) by making the field describe a conical

trajectory at the magic angle prior to acquisition. In this case, the projection along F 1 exhibits a residual broadening of only �60Hz largely due to

experimental imperfections (see text). The field strength was �34G during field spinning and was reduced to �21G during acquisition. The number

of increments in the indirect dimension was 32 in steps of 1ms and the dwell time during acquisition was 200ls. Two scans were averaged for each

evolution time. The excitation pulse was 200ls long. The field-spinning rate was 2 kHz. Notice the absence of sidebands in the narrowed spectrum

due to the rotor synchronization imposed by the chosen sampling time (two rotations per point in the indirect dimension).
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because it may enable the use of ultraslow spinning rates

that have been successfully used to remove susceptibility
broadening in samples of biological tissue [9]. Finally,

generalized field trajectories could be used to detect

isotropic–anisotropic spectral correlations in a way

similar to switched angle spinning (SAS) [22,23]. Notice

that because the field (direction) changes during acqui-

sition, our experiment provides an elementary example

of such correlations.

Crucial for all these applications in a practical setting
is the use of a stronger magnetic field, a condition that

necessarily renders the technique demanding beyond

fractions of a Tesla. However, the practical limits of the

ultimately attainable field magnitude still remain to be

set. Magic angle rotation could benefit from the rich

variety of instruments and optimization procedures de-

veloped for fast field cycling spectroscopy. In particular,

if only a �1Hz rotation rate is used to remove suscep-
tibility broadening, the technical requirements on a field

of �1T are far less demanding than those currently

standard in field cycling.

Other strategies can also be used to further mitigate

the technical constraints. It has been demonstrated re-

cently [24] that a scaled isotropic chemical shift spectrum

can be obtained if the field alternatively moves over two

cones, each with an angle smaller than the magic angle.
The procedure will permit having less intense X and Y

field components at the expense of a slower chemical

shift evolution, a convenient trade-off given the depen-

dence of the overall power on the spinning angle.
As suggested by Andrew and Eades 40 years ago,

field rotation can be used to remove anisotropic
broadening from the NMR spectrum. In this article we

have revisited this concept and formally shown the

conditions that the field trajectory must fulfill depending

on the type of anisotropy to be removed. We have il-

lustrated these principles experimentally by averaging

out the dipolar broadening from the NMR spectrum of

hyperpolarized solid 129Xe. An extension of the proce-

dure to remove chemical shift and magnetic suscepti-
bility anisotropies is straightforward and may prove

useful in brain, liver or heart in vivo spectroscopy or for

rocks and other porous, and heterogeneous materials to

cite a few examples. Technical requirements may be-

come demanding at high fields, but the procedure pre-

sented here can be combined with other methods that

extract high-resolution information either off the magic

angle or at an ultraslow rotation rate. For the latter
case, a mechanical rotation of the magnet (or part of it)

is also a possibility that could be employed when strong

permanent magnets are used as the field source.
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